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Japan is unique, probably not for any reason commonly believed by 

the Japanese, but for the reason that Japan has utilized its tradit10n 

actively in the process of modernization. This article will exemplify this 

view through an examination of the vast robot四 lionm Japan. Why are 

about 70% of the robots in the world concentrated inJapan,m and why 

are出eyso well-accepted without causing叩 y‘cultureshock' as has been 

the case in Europe and the Middle East? '" 

The background of出evast robot1zation m Jap四 hasbeen analyzed 

mainly from the viewpo血tof work conditions. According to Yoshinori 

Sakata, who represents an opinion generally shared by Japanese socio lo・

gists, the work conditions in Japan enable redistnbution of workers 

without caus恒Ea serious unemployment problem In m吋orJapanese 

compames, the core workers (full-time male employees) are employed 

as soon as they graduate from college and stay m the same comp叩 y

until the given retirement age, which is usually between 55 and 60 The 

training prog悶 nsenergetically invested m by the companies, therefore, 

are fully utilized without (the companies’fear of) losing the trained 

workers. They remain loyal to their companies. With the fast develop 

ment of technology, which is the usual condition today, companies m 

Japan are w出血Eto retrain and redistribute their alr.eady hired employees 

within the s副necompany，日therthan discharging those whose positions 

have been eluninated and employmg new workers for new 1obs. There-

fore，四rplusworkers replaced by robots are, accordmg to Sakata, easily 

recycled within the阻mecompany Thus, robots fill the gap m the 

labor shortage without threatening the basic security of the already 

employed workers.131 
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Accepting the above explanation, there still remains another type 

of question: Why are robots so popularly accepted m Japan? They are 

not only adopted pragmallcally in industry; they are also popular heroes 

among children. For example, the prime TV hours for children, between 

4:30 and 7・：30on weekdays, are full of回 rtoonsand dramas featuring 

robot figures and mechanical monsters. , On one evening alone：“Ma-

chineman”on Channel 4，“Vifum, the Galaxy Stroller" on Channel 6, 

“Dovak, the Special Machine" on Channel S，“Galvion, the Super-speed" 

and “Sludar, the Space Lieutenant”， on Channel 10, and so on. EspeCial-

ly，“Doraemon，” the favorite of every child, is a robot cat. Replicas of 

these figures fill up the toy shops.・ All five of the commercial stations in 

Tokyo show robot cartoons The explanation of this phenomenon 

requires a cultural analysis. 

The major reason why the cultural lffiage of a robot is not negallve 

m Japan will be found in the basic notion of the human being in the 

Japan田etradition. Moral cond山oningin Japan is higl吐ybehavioral 

rather than psychological. As in flower arrangement, the tea ceremony, 

and karate (a martial art), learning begins with the assimilation of pat-

terns, basically by copying the actrnns of the master目 Inthis process, 

beginners act“asぜ” theyalready share the回melevel of mastery as the 

master, although they do not. Real mastery is indicated by spontaneity 

of action, one responds to the situation spontaneously and correctly, 

without further reflection on the rightness of the acllon. The ideal is 

thai one acts out of one’s personality, with no errors This 1s the height 

of moral perfectrnn which was traditionally exp四回edin v町ious却iages

of the deities and the Boddhisatva Variety m the process of achievement 

and m the quality of the achieved states creates叩 infinitenumber 

of images which comprise a pantheomc image of the universe・ 担 the

Japanese religious tradition. In the vertical spectra of the moral hier-

archy, between the “as if”stage at the bottom and moral perfect10n at 

the top, human beings mostly occupy the bottom and lower ranges, and 

robots the very bottom, because they are produced and programmed to 

act only “as if.”In血issense, the robots are the most primitive k泊dof 

“man. 
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The above notion of moral achievement also provides a moderate 

definil!on of evil .It is, after all, an error There is no notion of an active 

and wtllful commitment to ev盟bychoice. In support of this view, it has 

been repeatedly said that the traditional Japanese artistic literature lacks 

a striking ev且characteras an anti-figure to jusl!ce. For tlus reason, 

robots are not feared to develop mto another species, cold and heartless 

against human beings Also, because evil is a failure泊 matchingmten-

tion and action, it could indicate an加ability・ofthe person, or even lazi-

ness. This explains the cultural basis for the work ethic in the Japanese 

tradition In this sense, robots may be morally superior to human beings. 

They work straight and do not complain .. Although their “mtention”is 

low and inferior to human beings (because a robot九intentionis simply 

programmed), their level of accomplishment is high. Hen国， evena 

positive image can be attached to robots. 

The proce田 ofthe behavioral conditioning of the individual, from 

copying actions to spontaneity, has. been analyzed in my Ph.D. di田erta-

ti on泊 theexarnpl≪ of SMBK (Sek田 MahikariBunmei Kyδdan), a 

"' heterodox religious movement in contemporary Japan. The most 

fundamental .characteristic of the “as if”stage at the beginning of this 

process is血atthe actions taken are standardized and sequential. These 

conditions apply to both human beings and robots. 

In the ex町nple:of SMBK1 the continual and repetitive perfoロnance

of the healing ritual is organized担toa gradational procedure of moral 

education. The actions in the ritual are completely st叩 dardizedand 

sequential. Even visiting an SMBK local center to perform the healing 

ritual is standardized accordmg to sequence from entering to leaving 

the center The followmg, quoted from my dissertation, is only the 

beginning: 

I. Entenng the room 

I.I preparatory acts 

1.1.1 signing an attendance notebook 

1.1.2 writing a wish or words of thanks for the fulfil-

ment of previous WIShes on a small (about 10 x 

20cm.) slip of paper 
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1.1.3 picking up an envelope (about 15 x 25 cm.) which 

has the individual’s name on it, and pu壮mg・some 

monetarY. donation and the slip担toit 

1.2 prayer on arrival 

1.2.1 pu社ingthe envelope on a long table in front of the 

shrine 

1.2.2 prayer to the Supreme Divinity 

a) bowing twice 

b) clapping the hands three times 

c) making a wish from a bowing position 

d) clapping four times 

e) bowing once 

f) bowing once very lightly 

1 2 3 prayer to the creator ofJ a pan 

a) bowing twice 

b) clapping three times 

c) makmg a wish from a bowing positron 

d) bowing once very lightly 

1.2.4 bowing once very lightly for Su no Kami (the 

Supreme Diety) 

1.3 greeting other believers 

1 3 1 bowmg，阻y凪Ethe standardized words for greetmg 

(to which the other attendants respond)"' 

The above process takes 3 to 5 minutes depending on how fast the 

person goes and also how much time he or she spends makmg wishes 

The actions of robots are also standardized and sequential. Here is a 

description given by Takeshi Iwasaki: 

As a very simple ex町nple,let’s think about a task to pick up a 

cylindrical object placed on a desk and set it in a lathe. The orders 

would be given (to the robot) in the following way: 

1 Stretch an arm to the desk (the information about the locat10n 

of the desk has been given in advance). 

2. Spread fingers 

3. Lower the arm centimeters. 
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4. Close the fingers and grasp the, cylinder. 

,5. L百！ it by_  centnneters, 

6. Twist the arm 90 degrees and keep the cylinder horizontal. 

7. Move the aロnand bring the cylinder close to, the lathe. 

8. 

: (continued)"' 

Iwasaki also盟ys：“Inmakmg a robot accomplish a certa泊 task,a long 

and 'complex procedure can be・ separated into a series ofsteps, each one 

of which becomes a・ simple process田川71The 回meprinciple applies to 

ritual: the whole' procedure Ofritu'aJ IS long and complex, but each step 

is aιnnple pro回目 whichcan easily 'be assimilated through ・imitation. 

One of the m吋orfeatures which is common to robots arid ritual is 

that a step or steps is/are replaceable without disturbing the whole. Th包

condition is a m句ormerit' iil the use of robots In the human case in 

Japan, this conditIOn has contributed to a high culturahlbsorbency by 

reducing resistance aga加stmixing tradition and moderriiza!!on, although 

I admit that there has also been much confrontatrnn between these. The 

point 1s that the replaceability of parts creates a toleration for combining 

elements from differ.ent categones. This has created a gener叫 character-

istic. of Japanese culture which is commonly described as“eclectic”or 

“syncretic.". A p句orativesense is attaced to these words .because they 

imply the lack of a p血icipleor logic which would serve to org阻 ize血e

elements into a consistent whole. However, in the case of ritual, consist-. 

ency is maintained in the image of whole_ness; the standard of jud匝ng

consistency is whether the elements are harmomzed Furthermore, the 

standard of jud仰 Eharmony is highly intuitive, si加ational,"' and even 

emotional. 1" 

The importance of harmony in the work situation has been discussed 

by Esh m Hamaguchi. Emphas1z：担Eharmony as a m句orvalue m the 

Japanese trad1t10n, he says 

Harmony m the work situation is a secondary matter for West-

einers who believe in individualism. They think it is enough if each 
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member fulfils his own responsib盟ities: However，卸 Japanese

orgamzallons, the work group・constitutes the unit of responsibility 

and when any problem arises the members of the division or the 

department cover it. Without harmony there is no organ包a-

tion ... However, Japanese admmistrators who believe absolutely 

in the pnncipals of modern bureaucracy that origmated m the West 

tend to be suspic10us of “harmony among people”And the 

younger gene阻 tionswho hav~ .been educated since the end of the 

War and who want泊dividualisticindependence feel it painful to be 

自orcedto harmonize with the group under the spmt of“hannony” 
and will show resistance. The hannonious tendency which IS part 

of the inborn nature of the Japanese is not always treated .posit加ー

ly today However, the “multiple e釘ect”ofharmony is not 

negligible. The o.utput of work done by a well-hannomzed group 

rather than・ by individ.uals is far larger th阻 thesimple四mof the 

md1viduals’work The outstanding efficiency of Japanese firms 1s 

the result of such hannony. And the modernization of Japan，加

fact, depends on this group orientation." 

Jn spite of Hamaguchi's worry about the loss of harmoriy as a central 

moral value, hannony and the trad1!Jonal image of the human being have 

been well retained. What really has been lost is the traditional ideology 

which directly related to the moral actions of individuals Since the 

assimilation of the modern democratic ideology of huinan rights after 

World War II, the traditional mo田Itenns such as giri and ninio which 

used to msure harmonious human relallonships have been repressed.点s

a result, the trad1t10nal moral system has lost its powerful explanatory 

value which used to provide an orgaruzed moral perspective to justify the 

acllons taken by individuals. Hamaguchi’s complamt derives from a 

situation m which mdiv1duals are struggling to, somehow, combine the 

new democratic ideology with the traditional patterns of human relat10n-

ships. Under these circumstances, the tradi!ional Japanese image of the 

human being contmues to relate to and reflect the Japanese people in 

action who are deeply mvolved in the continuing traditional patterns of 
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human relationships, much better than the concept of a modern legal 

personality. 

In fact, the patterns of human relationships on which social organ包a-

tion depends have remained unchangeably tradillonal. These relat10n-

ships are maintained baSJcally through a particular mode of interpersonal 

commumcat10n by the exchange of behavioral cues and signs, as has been 

"' discussed by Erving Goffman in terms of “interaction ritual，＇’ and 

Thomas Luckmann in terms of“reciprocity”＂ The process of inter-

acllon typically taken m Japan may be schematized into three steps 

First, the person m政esa rough estunallon of his surroundings目 For

thIS, he must be able to distinguish formal and informal occasions and 

estimate the degree of formality and informa!1ty. Second, the person 

gives verbal and nonverbal cues to md1cate how he has defined and 

estunated the occasion目 Thebody movements, tone of voICe, degree of 

eye contact or its avoidance, laugh白r,smiles, expressions of seriousn田s,

and even the degree of stra泊 inthe body are to a certam extent carefully 

controlled to constitute the cues As is well-known, the Japanese lan-

思iageis differentiated into degrees of politeness to indicate formality. 

For the purpose of mterpersonal communication, what matters m 

language is the indication of formality more than the content or subject 

matter of the conversation. If a person is not expresSive in giving cues, he 

will be considered “difficult，＇’“closed，＇’ or“cold”Thus, the human 

relationships become highly behavioral and sequential, ra也erthan 

principle oriented 

The th廿dstep, then, is for the person to try to catch the Signs given 

by the other who has been playing the same game of defining the shared 

occasion and providing cues If a person keeps missmg the given cues, 

he or she will be judged as“blunt”or“dull”（because he or she 1s un-

receptive），“irnpohte”（when 1t IS judged that he or she deliberately lets 

himself or herself miss cues) or "gaず加問師” (likea foreigner). High 

receptability is admired. The Japanese word generally used to indicate 

It is“sasshi，” which literally means to思iessHowever, the word IS used 

to mean that one guesses the real intention of others担 spiteof their 

surface disgmse. For ex田nple,the Japanese rarely say“no”担alinguis-
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tic statement, but ve巧Foften indicate“no”in behavio.ral cues. When the 

verbal “yes”and the non-ve.rbal “no”are given simultaneously, a good 

recipient wtll chose “no”ove.r“yes”He or she is good at“sass hi”and 

will be liked. If instead the pe四onchoses to believe in the ‘＇yes”because 

the othe.r pe.rson田idit; the .recipient will likely be able to make the 

other person do as he or she has回id,but will also likely lose him or her 

泊 thelong run. 

This situation causes trouble for Westerners, and especially for liberal 

Amencans, because they often refuse to label a Japan田ehypocril!cal, 

preferring to decide that the Japanese say“yes”me白ling“no.”Their

trouble is accentuated when the Japane団 affirmthat saying“yes”and 

do担E“no”ishypocritical! Here comes a cultural combination of 

formal and informal. On a formal occasion, the verbal statement means 

a commitment. Deviant actions are prohibited and the act10ns become 

impersonal and “formal.”As people generally (not only in Japan) speak 

of principles, the Japanese also剖ateprinciples rather than expla泊ing

what they in fact do. From the standpoint of moral principles, of course 

saymg "yes”meanmg“no”is rmmoral, but m reahty and in general (not 

only for the Japanese) people cannot always ca.rry out theu pnnciples 

In our anthropological experience, this type of situational operation 

of principles is common What is unique about Japan is that human 

relationships built on such personal contacts constitutes the functional 

aspect of social organization, and that阻 advancedmodern technology 

has been produced by people who are totally involved in this kind of 

traditional human relat10nshlp 
In Japanese relationships, deviation from principles is mstitutionalized 

on their informal side. Mutual understanding (based叩 sasshi)of the 

inability to fully realize moral principles is socially admired. Although 

this type of compass10n has been conceptualized negatively as ama.e by 

Takeo Doi -because it creates mutual dependence and blocks people 

from independence and maturity伺 Japanesesociety has traditionally 

tolerated and incorporated mutual dependence as part of normal acti-

vities Espec担lly,close human relationships are typically bm t on and 

maintained by it As the relationship develops, it becomes more informal 
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and less pnnciple oriented The ideal is harmony based on a perfect and 

mutual sassh1 relahonship It is a custom-made relatronshrp unique to the 

pair involved In other word.s, it is diadic and exclusrve. Because the 

bu sine田 relationshipdepends on this inおrmalfriendship network con-

sisting of numerous parrs in close relat10nship, business in Japan is closed 

and rts. market rs hard to penetrate. This type of closed network of 

山 merouspair relationships (though in a vertical hierarchy here) con-

stitutes a functional aspect of social orgamzation in large business cor-

porations. In small-scale comparues such as family-owned factories, 

harmony is even more explicitly taken as an ideal in human relation-

由ips(in spite of Hamaguchi's worry) because they are also much more 

traditional ideologically, although they may not be able to successfully 

achieve life-time employment This rs because hfe-tirne employment, 

although it produces loyalty among the workers and a greater efficiency 

based on it, requires a large enough enterprise to make it possible to 

switch workers around and to have other safety valves （田chas part-

time workers and sub-contractors) in case of economic depressron .. 

In the stage of a perfect an.d mutual sassh1 relationship, the mvolved 

pair enjoy spontaneity. Both parties have mastered how the other 

party keeps and deviates from moral prmcrples and even where he or she 

abandons principles. The conditions are understood as therr person-

alities. A complete knowledge of personality泊 thissense gives a solid 

basrs for mutual trust and loyalty. The e田enceof the personality is 

mastered, which is a kind of existential base that the person cannot 

further deviate from. Thus, the Japanese businessmen estrrnate the 

personalities of the people involved in a business often more highly than 

the value of the merchandise they offer Although the dependence of 

busmess on a 四luatronof the businessman over the business itself rs 

not unique to Japan, non-Japanese are o丘町Iconvmced that rt rs unique 

because the Japan田econsider it to be unique to the Japanese. Certainly 

it rs not possible to completely guess the exact mean泊gof vague signs of 

the other and to respond spontaneously by givmg another set of be-

hav10ral cues And also the Japanese cannot do this with everyone 

When the relationship is remote, even among the Japanese, they remain 
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formal, reserved, and principle oriented, while also avoiding mteraction 

as much as possible. By doing this, they save themselves from confusion. 

Obviously, robots cannot par!Jcipate in the process of sasshi. But it is 

not difficult, within the Japanese cultural context, to accept robots as 

“formal men.”They are impersonal and do not know how to deviate 

themselves. When the robot and computer become more personal包edas 

technology develops, as has already partly been done, they will become 

even fnendly In the image of the Japanese, they are already friends. 

Hence the image of the robot in children’s cartoons and dramas as a good 

friend of pure-minded chtldren. Or, the robot gains power when a human 

being controls hIS heart When a human being rides a robot in a seat 

located in the center of its body, the robot gains the spirit or magical 

power to do more than would be expected 

For the Japanese, the robot IS considered to accept the Japanese mind 

better than foreigners, with whom the Japanese historically have not had 

much close contact at the daily life and individual level. This explains 

the cultural background in Japan for the preference of developing their 

own robots over nnporting an alien labor force. 

Conclusion 

In the process of modernization over the past hundred years, and 

especially in the forty years since the end of World War II, some aspects 

of Japanese society have changed greatly and other have remamed 

traditional. Probably the most changed has been the moral ideology of 

Japan and the most unchanged has been the basic pattern of human re-

lationships. Between these two poles, synth田eshave beenおrmmgThe 

vast robotization in Japan is an excellent example of such a synthesis. 

Robots are not only successfully produced, but are also tremendously 

accepted and used by people in their daily lives. In spite of their highly 

modern and mechanical nature, the tradit10nal Japanese師団geof the 

human being has been projected onto them and humanized them into 

fnendly figures This traditional image of man has been retained because 

it is a reflection of the traditional human relationships which have 

been continuing. Although the organized moral system contamed m 
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the traditional ideology has been lost, the traditional image of morality 

and fragments of the traditional cosmology st迎 survive,mto which 

robots have fit well. 
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日本の文化とロボット

〈要約〉

宮永因子

日本におけるロポグトの普及については，いままでにも論じられてい

る。ロボy トとは何かという定義の仕方にもよるが，世界のロボ、ノトの

約70%までが日本に集中しているという。

今までの社会学的な分析では，日本の終身雇用制がその根本的な理由

となっていると考えられている。つまり，ロボソトによって過剰となった

労働力は配置転換によって同ーの企業内で吸収することが可能なために，

欧米で一番問題となっている，ロボy トの「雇用」による人聞の失業と

いう問題が，日本では大きな社会問題とならずにすんて仰いるのである。

本論文では，このような従来の社会学的分析に立脚した上で，文化人

類学的な立場から，日本町文化の伝統の中では，ロポットの存在が伝統

的に受け容れられやすいのではないか，という点を論じている。欧米で

は，ロポットとは非情な金属の機械に過ぎず，またイスラム圏では「ひ

とがた」を造ること自体に抵抗がある。

これにたいし，本論文では，日本ではロポットというのは人間になり

かかっているが完全にはなりきれない，いわば，原初的で未完成な人間

として，伝統的な宇宙観の中に抵抗なくすっぽりとはまり込んでしまっ

ている種族という視点を提出した。欧米のように人間に対抗する新種族

ではなく，進化すれば人間に同化する存在として，ロボットは日本では

イメージされているのである。


